
This is an invitation to participate in a collective conversation about reconsidering our place in the world.  
 
 
 

 

A Collective Conversation: Observing a Year 
 

“It came to me while picking beans, the secret to happiness.” 
—Robin Wall Kimmerer, Braiding Sweetgrass 

 
Hello! 

 
 
BACKGROUND 
We live in A More Than Human World—a world built from a web of complex relationships and                 
multiple intelligences. We are not at its center but a part of an inconceivable greater whole. As                 
author and ecologist David Abrams says, “We are human only in contact, and conviviality, with               
what is not human.” In an effort to maintain hope, challenge human centricity, and democratize               
art-making, we are collectively building a digital library that observes the More Than Human              
World. Over the year 2021, we are inviting 365 individuals to contribute to this library. Together                
we will weave our individual experiences, practices, and wisdom(s) into a polyphonic and             
evolving web for knowledge sharing.   
 
 
ABOUT THE PROJECT  
A Collective Conversation: Observing a Year will be built with your participation. We are seeking               
submissions to include in this archive and want to know how YOU participate in a More Than                 
Human World. Please visit https://www.sobiaahmad.com/observing-a-year to learn about the         
project and help build this living library. You can also see some sample submissions on this link.  
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This is an invitation to participate in a collective conversation about reconsidering our place in the world.  
 
 

 
HOW TO SUBMIT 
Submissions can respond to the following questions. They can also be transcendent experiences,             
ancestral stories, rituals, or any other practices that you would like to share. Do not worry, this                 
can be as big or small as you like. We are interested in all perspectives. If you know of someone                    
who may be interested in participating in this project, feel free to share this invitation with them.  
 
— What practices connect you to land, place, and beings beyond the human-centered  

perspective? 
 
— What related mythologies or rituals have been passed down to you from your ancestors? 
 
— What is a moment or experience in which you exited yourself and entered into a larger     
     ’conversation’ with nature or something else? 
 
Ponder the questions above. You may submit your responses in any medium ranging from: photos               
and videos, to sound, writing, poetry, books, rituals, storytelling or another type of             
“conversation.”  
 
SUBMISSION LINK:  
Please follow this link to share files: https://www.jotform.com/203445754629058  
If you run into difficulties with submissions, feel free to reach out to us with questions at                 
ObservingaYear@gmail.com.  
 

ABOUT US 
We, Sobia Ahmad and Monroe Isenberg, are interdisciplinary artists working at the 
intersections of art and social engagement. Through performance, installation, and 
new media, we investigate relationships between human experiences and the 
natural world. Our collaborative body of work explores a shared interest in ecology, 
spirituality, and our Islamic and Jewish mystical traditions and ways of knowing. 
Through contemplative repetition, we reimagine rituals that approach communion 
with land, place, and the invisible.  
www.sobiaahmad.com 
www.monroeisenberg.com   
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